
Gulfport High School – Weekly Lesson Plan - Foundations

Weekly Date April 25-29, 2022

Weekly Topic *State Testing *3 Week Remediation *Average rate of change

Weekly
Objectives

*Calculate and interpret the average rate of change of a function (presented symbolically or as a table)

over a specified interval.   Estimate the rate of change from a graph. F.IF.6

*Compare properties of two functions each represented in a different way (algebraically, graphically,

numerically in tables, or by verbal descriptions). F.IF.9

*Interpret the slope (rate of change) and the intercept (constant term) of a linear model in the context

of the data. S.ID.7

MONDAY

Bellringer: Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review items

Anticipatory Set: Students share what they already know about finding the
rate of change for a situation

Procedures: *3-Week Test Remediation of Problem Areas
*Average Rate of Change

Assessment: Observation/ Participation Feedback

Closure: Exit Ticket

SMALL GROUP
*Find and analyze mistakes in work samples.
*Choose an appropriate method for solving an equation.
*Show steps to justify mathematical methods.

CO-TEACHER/INCLUSION MODIFICATIONS

*Monitor students during bell ringer
*Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
*Ensure students are completing bell ringer
*Use close proximity with students that struggle with getting started on assignment.
*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready for daily lesson.
*Move around the classroom and ensure all students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are struggling with math problems
*Make sure students have completed work for grading.
*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket & cleared calculators



TUESDAY

STATE TESTING - ENGLISH II

.



WEDNESDAY

STATE TESTING - ENGLISH II

.



THURSDAY

STATE TESTING - ALGEBRA I



FRIDAY

Bellringer: Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review items

Anticipatory Set: Students share knowledge of linear vs. nonlinear functions

Procedures: *Review of: Analyzing Linear and Nonlinear Functions

Assessment: Observation/ Participation Feedback

Closure:Exit Ticket

SMALL GROUP
*Find and analyze mistakes in work samples.
*Choose an appropriate method for solving an equation.
*Show steps to justify mathematical methods.

CO-TEACHER/INCLUSION MODIFICATIONS

*Monitor students during bell ringer
*Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
*Ensure students are completing bell ringer
*Use close proximity with students that struggle with getting started on assignment.
*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready for daily lesson.
*Move around the classroom and ensure all students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are struggling with math problems
*Make sure students have completed work for grading.
*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket & cleared calculators



Gulfport High School – Weekly Lesson Plan - ALGEBRA I-R

Weekly Date April 25-29, 2022

Weekly Topic *State Testing

Weekly
Objectives

*Number and Quantity, The Real Number Systems (N-RN); N-RN.3
*Number and Quantity Quantities (N-Q) *N-Q. 1, 2, 3
*Algebra Seeing Structure in Expressions (A-SSE); A.SSE.1,2,3
*Algebra Arithmetic with Polynomials and Rational Expressions (A-APR); A-APR.1, A-APR.3
*Algebra Creating Equations (A-CED) A-CED.1,2,3,4
*Algebra Reasoning with Equations and Inequalities (A-REI); A-REI.1,3,4,5,6,10,11,12
*Functions Interpreting Functions (F-IF); F-IF (1-9)
*Functions Building Functions (F-BF); F-BF.1,3
*Functions Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential Models (F-LE); F.LE.1,2,5\
*Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data (S-ID)
*Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or measurement variable (S.ID.1,2,3)
*Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and quantitative variables (S.ID.5,6)
*Interpret linear models. (S.ID.7,8,9)

MONDAY

Bellringer: Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review items

Anticipatory Set: Give testing room assignments

Procedures: *After logging in to the MDE Item Sampler, review format
components used for marking responses, flagging questions for review,
highlighting key words, the online formula sheet, and online desmos calculator.
*Continued Remediation of the Three-Week Assessment Problem Areas and the
MDE State Practice Test Review Go formative for quick feedback of responses

Assessment: Observation/ Participation Feedback

Closure:Exit Ticket

SMALL GROUP
*Find and analyze mistakes in work samples.
*Choose an appropriate method for solving an equation.
*Show steps to justify mathematical methods.

CO-TEACHER/INCLUSION MODIFICATIONS

*Monitor students during bell ringer
*Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
*Ensure students are completing bell ringer
*Use close proximity with students that struggle with getting started on assignment.
*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready for daily lesson.
*Move around the classroom and ensure all students are being attentive.



*Work individually or with several students that are struggling with math problems
*Make sure students have completed work for grading.
*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket & cleared calculators



TUESDAY

STATE TESTING - ENGLISH II

.



WEDNESDAY

STATE TESTING - ENGLISH II

.



THURSDAY

STATE TESTING - ALGEBRA I



FRIDAY

Bellringer: Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review items

Anticipatory Set: Break into partners or small groups for activity

Procedures: Review of Arithmetic and Geometric Sequences (Explicit and
Recursive) *Groups will create a sequence chain which contains key factors for
the sequence. You will also need to create the formula that represents your
sequence. Be creative with your ratios/differences to create interesting
sequences. Your chain should have 10 loops.

Assessment: Observation/ Participation Feedback

Closure:Exit Ticket

SMALL GROUP
*Find and analyze mistakes in work samples.
*Choose an appropriate method for solving an equation.
*Show steps to justify mathematical methods.

CO-TEACHER/INCLUSION MODIFICATIONS

*Monitor students during bell ringer
*Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
*Ensure students are completing bell ringer
*Use close proximity with students that struggle with getting started on assignment.
*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready for daily lesson.
*Move around the classroom and ensure all students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are struggling with math problems
*Make sure students have completed work for grading.
*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket & cleared calculators


